**OFFSITE.** Midtown Manhattan’s newest and most evocative venue for corporate meetings and private events. Designed and wired to inspire creativity and optimize productivity, OFFSITE was literally built from the ground up with the perfect gathering in mind. From the state-of-the-art A/V system to the comfortable yet versatile decor, this sprawling, 3-story enclave offers the ideal backdrop for your next board meeting, focus group, brainstorming session, product launch or social event.
THE MAIN FLOOR

Comfortably accommodates up to 60 guests seated or 150 standing • Easily divides into four distinct break-out rooms • Reception and check-in area, complete with coat check • Shelving and display boxes throughout to showcase products along our 50’ Shimmer Screen and three-dimensional architectural wall • Two 60” and one 70” LED 3D TVs with three iMac computers • Professionally designed sound and lighting • Seamless A/V and input connectivity for all Mac and PCs between all floors • Fully-stocked kitchenette with 8-person dining area • Three private restroom facilities
THE MEZZANINE

Removeable 30-person conference table with built-in A/V integration • Floor-to-ceiling whiteboard walls • 70” digital smart board on a moveable stand with connected PC • Audio and video conferencing and live camera-feed capabilities • Sliding glass doors open to The Main Floor below, offering both privacy or an expansive, two-level space • Seamless A/V and input connectivity for all Mac and PCs between all floors • Fully-stocked kitchenette and private restroom facility
THE UNDERGROUND

Open floor plan, ideal for classroom or U-shaped seating for up to 25 guests • The industry’s largest 80” LED 3D TV • iMac desktop • Perfect for training sessions and team building exercises • Live camera-feed viewing capabilities • Seamless A/V and input connectivity for all Mac and PCs between all floors • Fully-stocked kitchenette and private restroom facility
CORPORATE MEETINGS • STRATEGY SESSIONS • CREATIVE BRAINSTORMS
PRODUCTION MEETINGS • FOCUS GROUPS • PRODUCT LAUNCHES
PRIVATE SCREENINGS • PRESS JUNKETS • PHILANTHROPIC EVENINGS
NETWORKING EVENTS • PRIVATE GATHERINGS • HOLIDAY PARTIES

WHEN YOU GO OFFSITE, YOUR EXPERIENCE INCLUDES:

• OUR PREMIER FACILITY — THREE LEVELS, ALL TO YOURSELF.

• ON-CALL HOST TO HANDLE ALL SPECIAL REQUESTS — FROM COORDINATING CATERING AND SCHEDULING PACKAGE SHIPMENTS TO RESERVING A TOWN CAR.

• EXPERIENCED STAFF — OR WHAT WE CALL OUR BEHIND-THE-SCENES ROCK STARS, WHO MAKE SURE EVERYTHING FROM SETUP TO BREAKDOWN - AND EVERYTHING ELSE IN BETWEEN - GOES OFF WITHOUT A HITCH.

• 3 FULLY-STOCKED KITCHENETTES WITH COFFEE, REFRESHMENTS AND SNACKS FOR MENTAL REJUVENATION OR A WELL-DESERVED BREAK.

• SELECT OFFICE SUPPLIES TO GET THE JOB DONE, SO YOU CAN JUMP RIGHT IN AND PUT PEN TO PAPER - OR MARKER TO WHITEBOARD WALL, FOR THAT MATTER.

• PLUS A LITTLE SOMETHING EXTRA — INCLUDING FRESH FLOWERS, ON-SITE SOCIAL MEDIA CONSULTING AND AN EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER.
TOTAL CONNECTIVITY

Synced or independent video display on two 60” and one 70” LED 3D TVs on The Main Floor, a 70” digital smart board with connected PC in The Mezzanine, and the industry’s largest 80” LED 3D TV in The Underground • iMac desktops, iPads, iPod docks, and AppleTV throughout • Removeable conference table with built-in A/V integration • Surround sound and live music input integration • Pre-wired live camera-feed for viewing in any area • Conference call system and video conferencing capabilities • Wireless microphone for presentations • Private, high-speed Internet and Wi-Fi
TIMES SQUARE.
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